
HOW TO WRITE A REFERENCE FOR A BOOK REPORT

A reference page, often called a "bibliography" or "works cited" page, adds credibility to a paper, while allowing you to
credit your information to the rightful owner. For example, you could use the Modern Language Association (MLA) or
American Psychological Association (APA.

Social research methods. If you have promised an interviewee anonymity you must keep that promise. In
Book Reports, you can reference quotes, numbers, etc. Examples: Eckerberg, Katarina. Truant, R. Today the
publisher often states how to write the reference. H, Marsh, P. Body of Paper: Develop your topic. However
although all are Harvard styles, they do differ in details. Last name s , initial s of the author s NB! Make sure
you have covered all important points, then write the full version. Leave a margin for inserting page numbers,
especially for quotes you think you might use. Email Address There was an error. Carpalia, C. Style and
Usage Issues Style and usage requirements are not universal across all disciplines. Total number of pages pp.
Toth, I. New York: Basic Books. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. Please note that e-mail addresses belonging to
individuals should only be provided if the owner has given permission. Or you can type or make legible notes
by hand separately on each book or article. The early birds always get better rates. Last name s , initial s of the
author s. Fake Publishers: New York. When we write any book report for sale, we ensure that it is in
compliance with all our website quality standards. What are your concerns? The essential guide for writers,
editors, and publishers. In: Gray, J. If you are writing a paper check the Bibliographies listed in point 1 The
next step is to see if the books of interest to you are listed in the On-Line Catalog, Watson Library. This guide
is mainly based upon recommendations given in the book The Chicago Manual of style. Books translated from
another language should include the last name and first initial of the author, followed by the year of
publication and book title. Web page or web site Examples: Little, J. Lundmark, Linda. The Good Earth.
Evaluation of alternative hypotheses to explain temperature-induced life history shifts in Daphnia. Translated
Books Many of psychology's most famous texts were originally written in another language and then
translated into English. Finally, see the Instructor to obtain approval for your paper topic; this approval is
necessary if your paper is to be graded. Wellington, E. Scandinavian Journal of Hospitality and Tourism. If
you use an illustration in your paper include a caption with the following information image number e.
Deadlines: See syllabus.


